Only when youths are competent in discharging duties, will the nation keep abreast of international community, develop: Vice-President

By Moe Thuzar Soe

Spitfire search continues, two Spanish panels of ground surveillance hired

By Moe Thuzar Soe

Two Spanish panels of ground surveillance have been hired by the Spitfire search team led by David J Cundall, the searchers of the iconic fighters buried in Myanmar told the press in Yangon.

The Spitfire excavation team met the press at Park Royal Hotel in Alyangyi Pagoda Road here today.

David J Cundall and officials of Shwe Taung Paw Group of Companies, the local backer of the search, elaborated on the search.

They said the exploration of the legendary World War II fighters is going on step by step.

Ground radars will image the parts of the fighters said to be buried in wooden crates, the team explained.

Exploration will continue in Myitkyina, Mingaladon and Meiktila as the team is currently working near Yangon International Airport.

David J Cundall said they will repair the fighters to flying condition and showcase in international air shows as "Myanmar Spitfire" if they are found.

DJC Company and Shwe Taung Paw signed a two-year contract on excavation of the fighters believed to be buried in WWII era in October, 2012.
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Japanese guests, students visit Hluttaw

Nay Pyi Taw, 19 Feb—A nine-member delegation led by Governor Mr. Hiroshi Okuda of Japan Bank for International Cooperation (JBIC) of Japan and 79 teachers and students of marketing and financial management course of the Strategy First Institute this morning observed the 12th day six regular session of First Pyidaungsu Hluttaw and looked around the Hluttaw buildings.

MNA
Seizures of illegal sawmill, timber and vehicles in Sagaing, Bago and Yangon Regions

NAV PYI TAW, 19 Feb — Forest staff of Indaw Township in Sagaing Region seized 3.372 tons of illegal teak, a sawmill engine, a disc of chainsaw and related items and arrested owner U Han Nyunt of Nannkan village in the Gahe forest reserve in Indaw Township on 7 February. A lawsuit was filed against the owner.

Likewise, forest staff of DaikU Township of Bago Region on 8 February seized 6.333 tons of illegal timber from an overturned TE truck on Yangon-Mandalay Union Highway and arrested U Aung Ko Oo, truck conductor, who was alive with injuries while three other were killed in the car accident.

A combined force comprising forest staff of Hlegu Township of Yangon Region and police members U Tin Oo, driver and owner, of Dagon Myothit (South) Township, U San Hlaing of Thanylan, U Kyi Win of Kyaukmyaung arrested while making a search of a vehicle carrying 0.3094 ton of teak block at the junction of Hlegu-Phaunggyi road and Yangon-Mandalay No (1) road on 12 February.

Moreover, forest staff led by the deputy director of Yangon Region Forest Department seized 7.7772 tons of sawn teak while searching of a stationery 10-wheeled truck near mile post No (12/6) on Yangon-Mandalay Highway. Ngasutaung police station opened a case in the seizure of illegal teak and actions are being taken to expose the driver, the conductor, the vehicle owner and illegal teak owner.

Kyemon

Winter groundnut harvest in progress in Sagaing Township

SAGAING, 19 Feb — The winter groundnut is being harvested in Nyaungbinshu village of Sagaing Township in Sagaing Region. “Yields are quite good this year so far. If the weather is fine, we will see a bumper harvest. Per acre yield of groundnut is forty baskets. In the past, we had to hire those with small number of farmlands to harvest the groundnut. They used to get one basket of groundnut after a yield of eight baskets. At present, groundnut growers hire women workers on a daily wage of K 2000. Today’s market price for the groundnut is K 1800 per viss. It can be said that it is okay because we get back our capital”, a farmer who put the groundnut on the live and a half acres.

Kyemon

House fire causes 27 households homeless in Patheingyi Township

MANDALAY, 19 Feb — A fire engulfed 19 houses at Aung Chantha ward of Patheingyi Township in Mandalay Region at about 10.30 am on 17 February. According to Mandalay Region Fire Services Department, the fire started from a two-roomed house of U Than Aung, 62. The fire was brought under control by about 150 fire crews accompanied by 35 fire engines at about 11.15 am. “Fire victims are from rented houses. They are street vendors. The fire swept through and engulfed nineteen houses because no one knows the outbreak of fire as soon as it started”, witnesses said.

A total of 19 houses were reduced to ashes in the fire, leaving 27 households homeless. Fire victims have been given food and shelter at the relief camp in the compound of Lawka Marazein pagoda. Patheingyi Police Station opened the fire case.

Kyemon

A series of armed robberies at S-turn on Laikha road in Mongnaung

MONGNAUNG, 19 Feb — An armed robbery occurred at S-turn between mile post No (3800) and (3900) on Laikha road, seven miles from Mongnaung, on 8 February. A group of armed robbers who were disguised robbed a wagon and two vans, shooting at the vehicles with percussion lock firearms, and snatched money from the drivers and travelers.

It has been the third time since vehicles were robbed by an armed group. At about 3.30 on that day, a van driven by Thar Htwe of Yoma Cherry Taunggyi, Mongshu hired car line and a van driven by Ko Pay Thargyi of Shwe Kyar Phyu left Taunggyi for Mongshu carrying passengers were forced to stop at the S-turn by a group of disguised four men with percussion lock firearms and asked the drivers of two vans to drive into the forest. Then they snatched cash from the travelers and drivers and went away.

“I have had a career as a driver here for over two decades. I used to be the victims of robbery frequently at the S-turn. Actually I say, every driver is afraid of being robbed here because it is easy for the armed robbers to shoot anyone down. I would like to call on authorities concerned to tackle this case as soon as possible for the sake of the road users. Otherwise, the situation will be worsened later”, a driver of the hired car line said.

Kyemon

Decapitated young woman body found under bridge in Pyu Township

PYU, 19 Feb — According to an information that a suspect Penang bag who is believed to be about 20 years old was found under Zawya bridge in Pyu Township on 30 January. The body was sent to Bago Hospital on 6 February.

Decapitated body of an unidentified young woman who is believed to be around 20 years old in a black plastic bag. Next, they launched a search for the head of the decapitated body and found it in the field between the motorway and railroad at about 3 pm. Pyu police station opened the case and investigation into the case is ongoing.

Kyemon

Rail derailment in Lewe Township

NAV PYI TAW, 19 Feb — A mail train left from Pyinmana railway station derailed at a place between mile post No (231/18) and (232/18) on Pyinmana-Taungdwingyi railroad near Thetkalchin (Theykalchau) village in Lewe Township of Nay Pyi Taw Council Area at about 6.45 am on 15 February.

Although five coaches of the 101 up-train left the track, there were no injuries in the rail derailment.

Kyemon

One man dies in fist fight in Bago

PYU, 19 Feb — A man died from a tragic quarrel with his peer while he was taken to Bago Hospital on 6 February.

A quarrel between Thet Min Tun, 39, and Kyaw Myint Oo (a) Hsanshe, 36, of ward-9 in Okhta Myothit occurred at the top of Hsemuyaung street in Bago on that day. Both are motorbike taxi drivers. Thet Min Tun fell down from his bike as he was punched and kicked in the fist fight. He was pronounced dead on the way to the hospital. No (3) Police Station filed a lawsuit against Kyaw Myint Oo (a) Hsanshe.

Kyemon
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**Fighting breaks out in Sudan’s Blue Nile border state**

CABO, 19 Feb—Fighting broke out in a Sudanese border state between the military and rebels according to President Omar Hassan al-Bashir, both sides said on Monday, and the government said its forces had killed scores of insurgents.

The rebels gave a different account, saying the government forces had attacked civilian areas.

The conflict in Blue Nile started in September 2011, a few months after the neighbouring South Sudan seceded under a 2005 peace deal that ended decades of civil war. Rebels in Blue Nile and South Kordofan, another Sudanese border state, fought as part of the southern rebel army during that war, but were left on the Sudanese side of the border after a peace agreement.

Hundreds of thousands of people have fled their homes because of the fighting since 2011. On Monday, Sudanese state media reported the armed forces had taken the Mufa area in Blue Nile and “expelled the remnants of the rebels,” who had been backed by tanks and artillery.

**Only half of Czech people satisfied with NATO membership**

PRAGUE, 19 Feb—Only half of the Czech people were satisfied with the country’s NATO membership, which is a 7 percent year-on-year decrease, according to a poll released on Monday.

A quarter of the polled is not satisfied with NATO membership and the other quarter people said they are undecided, the poll conducted in January by the CVVM polling agency showed.

A total of 55 percent of the polled are of the view that NATO membership guarantees peace and safety in the Czech Republic and 70 percent said it increases stability in Europe. The other two-fifths believe that the country’s membership of NATO increases the risk of being dragged in an armed conflict, and 23 percent of respondents think it raises tension and uncertainty in Europe.

Meanwhile, 51 percent people hold the view that NATO membership is a certain form of the Czech Republic’s subordination to other powers, and 43 percent consider it a guarantee of the country’s independence.

**Mexico’s new president has 56 percent approval rating**

MEXICO CITY, 19 Feb—Mexican President Enrique Pena Nieto has a 56 percent approval rating at the start of his term than his predecessor did, a poll showed on Monday, underscoring the challenge he faces to push key economic reforms through a divided Congress.

Less than three months into office, 56 percent of Mexicans approve of Pena Nieto as president compared to 29 percent who disapprove of the job he is doing, according to a survey by Buendia y Laredo published by daily El Universal on Monday.

After 12 years of opposition rule, Pena Nieto returned to power with his centrist Institutional Revolutionary Party (PRI), which ruled Mexico for most of the past century. Pena Nieto’s ranking is below the 58 percent approval rating scored by former President Felipe Calderon at the start of his own term. Some 26 percent disapproved of Calderon at the time. Monday’s poll was based on face-to-face interviews with 1,000 people and reported a margin of error of 3.5 percent. Pena Nieto has promised to push through a series of economic reforms, including tax legislation and an overhaul of the lumbering state-run energy sector, that the last two presidents failed to drive through a divided Congress.

Calderon, from the conservative National Action Party (PAN), failed to win support for his major economic plans in the country’s Congress, where no party holds a majority. He was able to pass only minor tax and energy reforms while in office.

**Over 2,300 Syrian babies born at refugee camps in Turkey**

ANKARA, 19 Feb—Some 2,393 babies have been born at refugee camps in Turkey for Syrian refugees fleeing from clashes in their home country since early 2011, Turkish officials said on Monday.

Syrian refugees are sheltering in 17 camps in eight Turkish provinces and Turkey provides education in 372 schools for 26,315 Syrian children, according to figures Xinhua obtained from Turkish officials.

Turkey also provides 110 courses for 23, 364 Syrian adults to develop their manual skills, the officials added.

The total number of Syrian refugees registered in the camps in Turkey increased to 182,621, Turkey’s Disaster and Emergency Management Directorate announced on Friday.

More than 280,000 Syrian refugees, including those unregistered, have got more than 600 million US dollars of aid from the Turkish government.

Turkey opened a coordination center in southern Gaziantep Province, where Syrian refugees can get registered and seek access to assistance, with another four under construction.

**Russian police investigate online sales of meteorite fragments**

MOSCOW, 19 Feb—The Russian police are checking out information that fragments of a meteorite that struck Chelyabinsk city in Russia’s Urals region on Friday were being sold online, local media reported on Monday.

“Information (that) appeared on the Internet about sale of the meteorite’s pieces has been thoroughly studied, (and) a decision will be made upon completion of the investigation,” spokeswoman for the Chelyabinsk Interior Department Angela Churkova told the RIA Novosti news agency on Monday.

Shortly after the rare event, in which nearly 1,200 people were injured by the meteorite explosion over Chelyabinsk, some websites reportedly posted advertisements offering alleged meteorite pieces for sale.

Prices ranged from 100 to 1,000 rubles each (about $3 to US $33 dollars).

The vendors claimed that they had gathered small rocks from the site of the Chelyabinsk Zinc Plant, which was slightly damaged by the meteorite’s blast.

Russian scientists said on Monday that they have found some pieces of the meteorite in the Chebarkul lake near Chelyabinsk.

But some scientists hold that no large remnants could exist, as the meteorite was mainly composed of ice which almost completely evaporated during its entry into the Earth’s atmosphere.

**Correa’s victory confirmed in Ecuador presidential election**

QUITO, 19 Feb—Ecuador’s National Electoral Council (CNE) on Monday confirmed President Rafael Correa’s victory in Sunday’s presidential election with 71 percent of the votes counted.

Correa garnered 56.92 percent of the votes, or 3,546,636 votes, CNE spokeswoman Nubia Villacis told local Press.

The runner-up, former banker Guillermo Lasso, obtained 23.14 percent with 1,441,676 votes, and the third place was occupied by former president Luis Gutierrez, with 6.53 percent.

Correa celebrated the results that reelected him to a new four-year term (2013-2017), and thanked the people for giving him “a historic opportunity” to change the country.

Ecuadorans also voted on Sunday to elect legislators voting for 137 seats in the National Assembly, where Correa’s ruling PAIS Alliance movement secured a majority.

So far, CNE results show PAIS obtained 51.08 percent of the National Assembly, and 51.04 percent of the Andean Parliament. "The people understood the message of having support in the assembly to avoid suffering what we have suffered over the last four years of boycotts, open conspiracies, insulting cops,” said Correa.

Correa’s second term will end on 24 May, when he will take the oath of office along with his Vice President-elect Jorge Glass.

Xinhua
Google launches indoor maps feature in Singapore

SINGAPORE, 19 Feb—Google launched its indoor maps feature in Singapore on Tuesday, making the city state the second country in Asia to have it. Android phone users will be able to use the online mapping system to help themselves find their way inside shopping malls and large buildings, local daily Straits Times reported.

Such information includes floor plans and basic walking directions for any building which has submitted its indoor maps to Google. It uses existing Wi-Fi access points to pinpoint a user’s location and follows his movement as he travels across different floors. In Singapore, 22 malls have signed up for its launch. Changi Airport is not on the list.

The application was launched in the United States in November 2011, with shopping malls and airports among the first to be mapped. Japan was the first Asian country to use it in heavily populated cities such as Tokyo and Osaka.

Indoor maps for malls, however, were not new in Singapore. —Xinhua

Study finds carbon emissions rise as predators decline

VANCOUVER, 19 Feb—Freshwater ecosystems emit a lot more carbon dioxide into the atmosphere when the animals at the top of the food chain are removed, a new Canadian study has found. The recently published study, led by researchers from the University of British Columbia, was aimed at measuring the role predators play in regulating carbon emissions in order to better understand the consequences of losing these animals.

In the study, the researchers removed all the predators from three controlled freshwater ecosystems in Canada and Costa Rica and found 93 percent more carbon dioxide was released into the atmosphere. Predators are bigger animals at the top of the food chain and their diets are comprised of all the smaller animals and plants in the ecosystem, either directly or indirectly, according to the research.

As a result, the number of predators in an ecosystem regulates the numbers of food chain members below them. It is these smaller animals and plants that play a big role in sequestering or emitting carbon. “We knew that predators shaped ecosystems by affecting the abundance of other plants and animals but now we know that their impact extends all the way down to the biogeochemical level,” said Trisha Atwood, lead author.

India allows 4G airwave holders to offer voice, boosts Reliance Industries

NEW DELHI, 19 Feb — India will allow wireless broadband airwave holders to provide voice services if they pay an additional $306 million, a senior government official said on Monday, a move likely to boost billionaire Mukesh Ambani’s Reliance Industries Ltd.

Reliance Industries, controlled by India’s richest man, is the only company with nationwide fourth-generation (4G) broadband airwaves.

The company re-established its fiercely competitive sector by buying airwaves in a 2010 auction and has so far invested at least $3.5 billion. Firms which own the broadband wireless access (BWA) airwaves can provide voice services along with high-speed Internet if they pay a fee of 16.58 billion rupees ($306 million), R Chandrashekar, the top bureaucrat at the telecommunications ministry, told reporters.

“There is no restriction on the technology that they can use to provide voice services,” he said.

A move by Reliance Industries, which is still preparing to launch high-speed 4G Internet services, into the voice market would intensify competition and hurt rivals such as Bharti Airtel Ltd and the Indian unit of Vodafone Group Plc.

Russia asks: How do you stop space objects hitting Earth?

MOSCOW, 19 Feb — What can man do to prevent Earth being hit by meteorites and asteroids?

Russia has found, to its cost, that it has no answers. But US and European experts may be able to help with a few ideas that at first glance seem straight out of science fiction, including smashing spacecraft into asteroids, using the sun’s rays to vaporize them, or blasting them with nuclear bombs. That should come as some relief to the many worried Russians who want something done immediately, even though scientists say the explosion of a meteor over central Russia on Friday was a once-in-a-lifetime event.

“We must create a system to detect objects that threaten Earth and neutralize them,” Dmitry Rogozin, a first deputy prime minister in charge of the defence industry, wrote on Twitter. For all their nuclear missiles, he said that neither the United States nor Russia could shoot down such meteors. Even President Vladimir Putin held up his hands, saying no country was able to protect against such events.

But there is hope for Russia as it looks for a solution. Last week’s near miss from an asteroid half the size of a football field, the same day as the meteor explosion, has heightened awareness of the dangers Earth faces.

At a conference in Vienna on Monday, scientists said it was time for man to do more to spot objects hurtling towards the planet and to counter their threat. —Reuters

Burger King takes down Twitter account after hack attack

NEW YORK, 19 Feb — Hackers breached the Twitter account of fast-food chain Burger King, posting the online equivalent of graffiti and sometimes making little sense. Burger King Worldwide Inc suspended its Twitter account about an hour after it learned of the attack at 12:24 pm EST on Monday, company spokesman Bryson Thornton said in an email.

“It has come to our attention that the Twitter account of the Burger King brand has been hacked,” the company said in a statement. “We have worked directly with administrators to suspend the account until we are able to re-establish our legitimate site and authentic postings.”

Several tweets carried the logo of Burger King’s larger rival McDonald’s, but spelled the latter company’s name incorrectly. —Reuters

Remains of first Brazilian emperor exhumed for study

RIO DE JANEIRO, 19 Feb — The remains of Emperor Pedro I, founder and first ruler of the Empire of Brazil, were exhumed for the first time for study, a local daily reported on Monday.

The remains of the emperor, who declared Brazilian independence in 1822, and his two wives, Leopoldina and Amelia, had been kept in Brazil’s Independence Memorial in Sao Paulo since 1972.

Last year, the remains were taken from the crypt after historian and archeologist Valdirene do Carmo Ambiel received permission from the royal family’s descendants. The study on them can help experts to clarify mysteries of the life and death of the emperor and his family. For example, by analyzing the remains’ scientists have confirmed that he was a man of athletic build, as depicted in history books. They have also confirmed that Pedro I broke four left ribs, which rendered his left lung practically useless and probably caused the tuberculosis that killed him in 1834. Tests have also overthrown a popular theory about the death of Empress Leopoldina. According to previous records, she had fallen or been thrown by the Emperor down the stairs of the palace and broken a femur, which caused her premature death. —Xinhua
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Economic crisis, crime dominate CARICOM meeting

LINGON, 19 Feb—The global economic crisis and high crime rates afflicting most member states of the Caribbean Community (CARICOM) dominated the group’s meeting on Monday in Port-au-Prince, Haiti, according to reports reaching here.

“Since the financial and economic contagion of 2008, growth in this region has been strangled. Most of our member states contend on a daily basis with a fiscal situation that threatens to overwhelm them,” said CARICOM General Secretary Irwin LaRocque. “The circumstances which fashioned our approach to integration have changed, the nature of the challenges which we face has changed, our society has changed. Therefore, so must we,” LaRocque said at the opening session of the group’s 24th Inter-Sessional Meeting of the Conference of Heads of Government. He blamed CARICOM’s economic challenges partly on what is viewed as the adverse policies of multilateral lending institutions.

“The excruciating debt burden is exacerbated by the policies of the international financial institutions which disqualify many of our member states from concessional financing because of criteria inappropriate to our circumstances,” he said. “Those criteria are also being relaxed by other international development partners and, if adopted, could render existing development efforts even more challenging,” LaRocque warned. Additionally, the CARICOM chief said rising crime rates in the region have become an obstacle to economic growth and stability.

Excessive TV in childhood linked to long-term antisocial behaviour

WASHINGTON, 19 Feb—Children and adolescents who watch a lot of television are more likely to manifest antisocial and criminal behaviour when they become adults, according to a new study published online Monday in the US journal Pediatrics. The study followed a group of around 1,000 children born in the New Zealand city of Dunedin in 1972-73. Every two years between the ages of five and 15, they were asked how much television they watched. Those who watched more television were more likely to have a criminal conviction and were more likely to have long-term antisocial personality traits.

Researchers from University of Otago in New Zealand found that the risk of having a criminal conviction by early adulthood increased by about 30 percent with every hour that children spent watching TV on an average weeknight. They also found that watching more television in childhood was associated, in adulthood, with aggressive personality traits, an increased tendency to experience negative emotions, and an in-reased risk of antisocial personality disorder, which is characterized by persistent patterns of aggressive and antisocial behaviour. And the relationship between TV viewing and antisocial behaviour was not explained by socio-economic status, aggressive or antisocial behaviour in early childhood, or parenting factors.

Swiss say US not in touch over Heinz insider trading case

ZURICH, 19 Feb—Swiss authorities said on Monday they have not yet been asked to help a US investigation into alleged insider trading in call options of HJ Heinz Co (HNZ.N) the day before the company made public the deal to be bought by Warren Buffett’s Berkshire Hathaway, Inc and Brazil’s 3G Capital Partners.

The US Securities and Exchange Commission said in a statement on Friday it had obtained “an emergency court order to freeze assets in a Zurich, Switzerland-based trading account that was used to reap more than $1.7 million from trading in advance of yesterday’s public announcement about the acquisition of HJ Heinz Company.” The order from the US District Court for the Southern District of New York freezes the traders’ assets and prohibits them from destroying any evidence, the SEC statement said. SEC spokesman John Nester said on Monday that the assets concerned had been frozen in the United States, not Switzerland, though the “beneficial owners” were those allegedly behind the Swiss account.—Reuters

Nestle finds horsemeat in beef pastas

LONDON, 19 Feb—Nestle (NESN.VX), the world’s biggest food company, has removed beef pasta meals from sale in Italy and Spain after finding traces of horse DNA. The discovery of horsemeat in products labeled as beef has spread across Europe since early February, prompting product withdrawals, consumer anger and government investigations into the continent’s complex food-processing chains.

Swiss-based Nestle, which owns brands including Del Monte, Ravioli and Beef Tortellini, and Brazil’s 3G Capital (3G) and Berkshire Hathaway Inc (BRK.A, BRK.B) are said to have become interested in HJ Heinz before the company made public the deal to be bought by Warren Buffett’s Berkshire Hathaway Inc and Brazil’s 3G Capital Partners.

Thai economy grows 18.9 pct in last quarter of 2012

BANGKOK, 19 Feb—Thailand’s gross domestic product (GDP) increased by 18.9 percent in the last quarter of 2012 from a year earlier, compared with a 3.1 percent growth in the previous quarter, the National Economic and Social Development Board (NESDB) said on Monday.

NESDB, a government agency for economic planning under the Office of the Prime Minister, attributed the substantial quarterly growth to the expansion of both domestic and external demands. Household consumption and investment rose by 12.2 percent and 23.5 percent respectively.

Brazil’s grain harvest to set record in 2013

RIO DE JANEIRO, 19 Feb—Brazil’s grain production will reach record high of 185 million tons this year, President Dilma Rousseff said on Monday in her weekly radio show. The president praised the agriculture sector and attributed the expected harvest to credit expansion for producers, cheaper loans and greater investment, as well as to the country’s rich soil and favourable climate.

“Brazil’s government offered 115 billion reals (58.6 million US dollars) to finance agricultural businesses and 18 million reals (9.2 million dollars) for family farming,” she said, adding that the spending on agricultural equipment rose 24 percent this year. By now, mid-season farmers have already borrowed 72 billion reals (36.7 billion dollars) of that amount, according to the president. “All of that means better technology for farms and the result is that today we have one of the most efficient and modern agricultural sectors in the world,” she said.—Xinhua
Three mortar rounds hit district of Syrian capital, causing damages

DAMASCUS, 19 Feb—
Three mortar rounds fired from unknown destination landed on Monday evening at a French hospital, a nearby school and a street in the Syrian capital Damascus, causing material damages only, witnesses told Xinhua.

One shell landed inside the yard of the French hospital near the emergency section in the Christian-dominated al-Qassa District, witnesses said, adding that another mortar landed at the adjacent al-Mounah school and caused material losses only.

A third shell, meanwhile, landed near the Fires Khouri Street close to al-Qassa and caused minor damages only, according to witnesses.

The incidents came as ongoing clashes have engulfed the nearby suburb of Jobar, which has emerged as a main hotspot following intervening between the rebels and the government troops in Damascus. Residents of al-Qaal, Bab Tijara, said thatTC. Khouri Street close to al-Qassa and caused Minor damages only, according to witnesses.

The incidents came as ongoing clashes have engulfed the nearby suburb of Jobar, which has emerged as a main hotspot following intervening between the rebels and the government troops in Damascus. Residents of al-Qaal, Bab Tijara, said that...
EU pledges support to Cambodia’s general election in July

Phnom Penh, 19 Feb—The European Union will support and cooperate with Cambodia in order to ensure a free and fair general election in Cambodia in July, Ambassador Jean-Francois Cautain, Head of EU Delegation to Cambodia, said on Monday.

Cautain made his remarks during a meeting with Cambodian Prime Minister Hun Sen at the Peace Palace, Eang Sophal- let, personal spokesman for the premier, told reporters after the meeting.

“Twenty-seven countries in the European Union will support and cooperate with Cambodia in organizing the forthcoming parliamentary election in order to ensure that the election will be free and fair,” Cautain was quoted by Eang Sophallet as saying to Hun Sen. He did not say what ways of support the EU will provide to Cambodia for the election.

Cautain also hailed Cambodia for progressive steps in judicial reform through adopting several legal instruments including the Civil Code, the Penal Code and the Anti-Corruption Law; however, he said the country should expedite the passages of Law on Judges, Law on Lawyers and Law on Supreme Council of Judges. Meanwhile, the premier said that the forthcoming election is held once in every five years and it is very important to push Cambodia towards development with democracy.

He also pledged to urge the passages of the above-mentioned laws as soon as possible.

Cambodia sets to hold a general election on 28 July, the National Election Committee announced last month. Some 9.67 million Cambodians will be eligible to cast their ballots.

The Committee said that the election will cost about 21 million US dollars, which is covered by the government.

In the last general election in 2008, the Cambodian People’s Party of Prime Minister Hun Sen won 90 seats in the National Assembly, followed by the Sam Rainsy Party with 26 seats, the Human Rights Party three seats, the Norodom Ranariddh Party two seats and the Funcinpec Party two seats.—Xinhua

6.1-magnitude quake hits Kermadec Islands, New Zealand


The epicentre, with a depth of 34.10 km, was initially determined to be at 30.6821 degrees south latitude and 178.1273 degrees west longitude.

Thousands of couples in South Korea on Sunday took part in the first mass wedding organized by the Unification Church since the death of its founder Sun Myung Mun six months ago. —Xinhua

Seven killed in terrorist attack in Pakistan’s Peshawar

Islamabad, 19 Feb—At least seven people including five security personnel were killed and seven others injured on Monday in a terrorist attack at a government office in Pakistan’s northwestern provincial capital of Peshawar, local media and officials said.

According to the reports, the incident took place when some unknown militants opened fire and hurled hand grenades at security personnel deployed at the office located at the Bara road of Peshawar, the provincial capital of Pakistan’s northwestern Province of Khyber Pakhtunkhwa.

The militants, who were wearing security personnel uniforms, stormed the building when civil law enforcers were shifting some arrested miscreants to the Khyber House, an office of the civil administration of Pakistan’s northwestern tribal region of Khyber Agency.

Eyewitness said that the attackers tried to get free the prisoners and had fire exchange with the security personnel.

The firing exchange that was followed by hand grenades attacks killed six persons on the spot, including five security personnel and one attacker.

Some reports said that another militant exploded his explosive jacket when security personnel tried to arrest him.

At the time of the attack, the representatives of some main political parties of the country were holding a meeting in the Khyber House to devise a strategy for the upcoming general elections in the restive Khyber Agency.

Soon after the incident, the personnel of Pakistan Army rushed to the site and evacuated all the people who were trapped inside the building.

The commandos of the Pakistan Army were conducting a search and clearance operation in the area including nearby buildings. Rescue teams shifted the bodies and injured to the Lady Reading Hospital of the city where few of the injured were reportedly in critical condition.

Some sources said that at least eight militants took part in the attack and two out of them were killed while others succeeded to run away.

No group or militant organization claimed responsibility of the attack yet.—Xinhua

Pakistan security officers cordoned off the attack site in northwest Pakistan’s Peshawar, on 18 Feb, 2013. At least seven people including five security personnel were killed and seven others injured on Monday in a terrorist attack at a government office in Peshawar, local media and officials said. —Xinhua

China to build culture inheritance zone

Beijing, 19 Feb—China’s central government has approved a plan to protect and showcase cultural resources in northwestern Gansu Province, as part of a drive to promote cultural prosperity and support economically underdeveloped regions.

Minister of Culture Cai Wu announced on Tuesday that the General Office of the State Council, or China’s Cabinet, on 21 Jan green-lit the construction of the “Inheritance and Innovation Zone of Chinese Civilization” in Gansu, an important cradle of the Chinese nation.

The project is in line with the goal, put forward by the sixth plenary session of the 17th Central Committee of the Communist Party of China (CPC) and the 18th CPC National Congress, to “build the country into a socialist cultural power,” he said at a press conference hosted by the State Council Information Office.

In ancient times, Gansu was an important gateway for exchanges between Chinese and Western civilizations, and it now boasts “a large amount of irreplaceable cultural resources,” Cai noted.—Xinhua

Job seekers look for jobs at a job fair in Hangzhou, capital of east China’s Zhejiang Province, on 18 Feb. 2013. As the Chinese New Year holidays draw to a close, job seekers and recruiters in the labour-intensive regions returned to job fairs.—Xinhua

Qatar Airways ready to launch daily flights to Cambodia’s capital

Phnom Penh, 19 Feb—The Doha-based Qatar Airways will operate its daily flights from Doha to Phnom Penh, the capital of Cambodia, from Tuesday, Cambodia’s tourism minister Thong Khon said on Monday.

“Tomorrow (Tuesday), the airline will launch daily flights from Doha to Phnom Penh via Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam,” he told reporters on the sidelines of a tourism conference. “It will become the only Middle Eastern carrier to operate into Cambodia.”

The minister said that with the presence of Qatar Airways, he believed that there would be more tourists from Arab countries to Cambodia. “It is a huge airline. Its presence here truly reflects Cambodia’s full security and political stability and potential for business opportunities,” he said.

According to a report of Cambodia Airways, the developer and operator of the country’s international airports, Qatar Airways will operate flights with an A330-500 plane, which can be seated by 305 passengers.

Ang Kim Eang, president of Cambodia Association of Travel Agents, said the presence of Qatar Airways in Cambodia will benefit not only tourism industry, but also trade and investment between Cambodia and countries in the Middle East.

“When there is direct flight between the two countries, it will bring tourists, investors and businesspeople from Qatar and other Arab countries to Cambodia,” he told Xinhua over telephone on Monday.

According to the latest report of tourism ministry, last year, Cambodia received only 10,000 tourists from more than 10 countries in the Middle East.

Xinhua

China’s central government has approved a plan to protect and showcase cultural resources in northwestern Gansu Province, as part of a drive to promote cultural prosperity and support economically underdeveloped regions.

Minister of Culture Cai Wu announced on Tuesday that the General Office of the State Council, or China’s Cabinet, on 21 Jan green-lit the construction of the “Inheritance and Innovation Zone of Chinese Civilization” in Gansu, an important cradle of the Chinese nation.

China’s central government has approved a plan to protect and showcase cultural resources in northwestern Gansu Province, as part of a drive to promote cultural prosperity and support economically underdeveloped regions.
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Produce more food for more people

The global population is increasing at an alarming rate and Myanmar is no exception. Therefore, it is necessary to increase agricultural production through the extensive reclamation of virgin and fallow lands and the wider application of modern agricultural methods so that more food can be produced for more people.

In Myanmar, rice production is still increasing faster than demand contributing not only for local consumption but also for world food supply. The government is in pursuit of the aim of boosting production of agricultural produce in order to improve the socio-economic status of rural people. And towards this end, it has launched programs for region-wise food security in cooperation with relevant organizations at home and abroad.

Now, some regions and states have yet to try to meet their rice sufficiency level and in general the nation’s rice supply exceeds local demand as a whole. Meanwhile, agricultural implements that are not economically viable or practical to be made with the country may be imported.

Boosting agricultural production calls for not only advanced agricultural methods but also increased use of fertilizers, pesticides and irrigation water. That may harm soil and water sources, and farmers are therefore to apply irrigation water. That may harm soil and water sources, and farmers are therefore to apply methods, effective policies and environmentally friendly agriculture. Only then, will agriculture harmonize with the environment and meet with success for increase of food production.

Low investment in the agricultural farming and poor research on production of crops are posing barrier to food security. Since food insecurity leads to poor health, short life span, insecurity leads to poor health, short life span, and population growth, the nation’s rice production is still increasing faster than demand contributing not only for local consumption but also for world food supply. The government is in pursuit of the aim of boosting production of agricultural produce in order to improve the socio-economic status of rural people.

And towards this end, it has launched programs for region-wise food security in cooperation with relevant organizations at home and abroad.

Now, some regions and states have yet to try to meet their rice sufficiency level and in general the nation’s rice supply exceeds local demand as a whole. Meanwhile, agricultural implements that are not economically viable or practical to be made with the country may be imported.

Boosting agricultural production calls for not only advanced agricultural methods but also increased use of fertilizers, pesticides and irrigation water. That may harm soil and water sources, and farmers are therefore to apply methods, effective policies and environmentally friendly agriculture. Only then, will agriculture harmonize with the environment and meet with success for increase of food production.

Low investment in the agricultural farming and poor research on production of crops are posing barrier to food security. Since food insecurity leads to poor health, short life span, insecurity leads to poor health, short life span, and population growth, the nation’s rice production is still increasing faster than demand contributing not only for local consumption but also for world food supply. The government is in pursuit of the aim of boosting production of agricultural produce in order to improve the socio-economic status of rural people.
**Pyithu Hluttaw Speaker Thura U Shwe Mann receives Russian delegation**

*OZEROV, at the hall of Amyotha Hluttaw Complex, here, this evening. They held discussions on boosting cooperation between the two parliaments and further bilateral cooperation and friendship between the two countries. Also present at the call were Deputy Pyithu Hluttaw Speaker U Nanda Kyaw Swa, committee chairmen U Hla Myint Oo and U T Khun Myat, committee secretary U Maung Toe and officials of the Hluttaw Office.—MNA*

**Pyithu Hluttaw Committee Chairman receives foreign guests**

*It was also attended by Pyithu Hluttaw Economic and Trade Development Committee Chairman U Maung Maung Thein, Secretary of Investment and Industrial Development Committee U Kyi Tha and officials of the Hluttaw office.—MNA*

**Downtown collision causes no injury**

*YANGON, 19 Feb—Our correspondent in Yangon reported that a passenger bus collided a white Toyota Ipsum near Theinbyu junction on Merchants street here yesterday morning, causing no casualty. The 177 Parami was heading to Sule from Botahtaung when the two vehicles vied for the traffic. NLM*
Rare cold front chills Cuba

HAVANA, 19 Feb — An unusual cold front chilled parts of Cuba on Monday as the temperature dropped to as low as four degrees Celsius, Cuba’s Meteorology Institute (Imsnet) said.

The Caribbean island country, which usually enjoys balmier temperatures between 22 and 28 degrees Celsius all year around, saw the thermometer dip to single-digits at various locations early on Monday due to a “dry Arctic air mass” over it.

Imsnet said on its website that 20 meteorological stations in Cuba registered temperatures lower than 10 degrees Celsius and it was “notably cold” in towns located in the central and western regions.

The lowest temperature registered was four degrees in Bainoa, 45 kilometres west of Havana, while Cuba’s capital registered a cold 11.9 degrees, a rare occurrence in a city where the temperature seldom drops below 17 degrees.

“In the western and central regions, the lowest temperatures were between 10 and 13 degrees Celsius and in the eastern region, they were 19 degrees,” said Imsnet, noting the temperature in eastern Cuba never goes below 25 degrees.

Cubans refer to Cuba as the land of “eternal summer” because temperatures are generally high all year around, with an annual average temperature between 22 and 28 degrees, and higher along its eastern coast.

Cuba has a moderate subtropical climate with two clearly defined seasons — the dry season from November to April and the wet season from May to October. The coolest and driest time is between December and February.—Xinhua

Home of Tito’s widow looted

BELGRADE, 19 Feb—The Belgrade villa where the widow of the former Yugoslav President Josip Broz Tito has lived for the past 30 years was broken into during a brazen day-time robbery, reported Radio Television Serbia (RTS) on Monday.

Jovanka Broz, 88 years old, was home at the time, however, did not notice the burglars and did not know she had been robbed until she saw a writing table had been stripped clean of jewelry, money, important personal papers and a valuable sculpture.

“One or more perpetrators—of which we know precisely—jumped the fence and entered the basement,” said Ugljesa Stesvicevic from the Criminal Investigation Department.

“We believe this event is the result of carelessness and the poor conditions in which she lives, as the house is in ruins and inadequately secured,” said Bojana Pavlovic-Saric, lawyer for the former first lady of Yugoslavia.

Tito’s widow is among the 100 people whose security is kept by the Serbian military and police. Security at the villa was scheduled only during the evening and night from 8 pm to 8 am Pavlovic-Saric has called for round-the-clock security at the villa.—Xinhua

Afghan govt’ bans local forces from asking foreign troops for air support

KABUL, 19 Feb—Afghan President Hamid Karzai on Monday issued a decree banning the country’s security forces from requesting air support from foreign forces stationed in the country.

“The Ministry of Defence, Ministry of Interior and the National Directorate of Security (NDS) or intelligence agency in any situations during their operations in residential areas must not request for air strike from foreign forces,” said a statement issued here by Karzai’s office.

The move came days after a NATO airstrike claimed the lives of 10 civilians in the country’s eastern province of Kunar.

The attack, allegedly called by Afghan NDS, took place last Tuesday and the killed included four women, five children and a man in the province 185 km east of Kabul. However, the bombing also claimed the lives of four armed militants, provincial officials said.

Currently, more than 100,000 foreign troops in the country with nearly 66,000 of them Americans are deployed in Afghanistan to fight Taliban-led insurgency there.—Xinhua

Ma Ying-jeou says to expand cross-strait exchange

TAIPÉI, 19 Feb—Taiwan’s leader Ma Ying-jeou on Monday pledged to further expand and deepen economic ties with the Chinese mainland.

Ma made the remarks while addressing representatives of Taiwanese business people investing in the mainland at a gathering held to mark the Chinese Lunar New Year.

Ma shared his observations on the dramatic changes that have taken place in the environment of cross-strait relations and stressed that reconciliation across the Taiwan Strait has brought peace and prosperity.

A total of 17.17 million mainlanders visited Taiwan in the past more than four years, including 2.58 million in 2012, creating 150,000 jobs for the island, according to Ma.

Ma also pledged to actively negotiate follow-up issues regarding the 2010 Economic Cooperation Framework Agreement (ECFA), in an aim to bring more benefits to Taiwan’s business arena.

In terms of mainland students’ applications to schools on the island, Ma noted that existing restrictions would be “gradually removed.”

The island’s education authority currently only recognizes diplomas granted by 41 mainland universities.—Xinhua

EU formally launches training mission for Mali

BRUSSELS, 19 Feb — The European Union (EU) on Monday formally launched the training mission to help train and reorganize the Malian Armed Forces.

According to an EU statement, an advance party had arrived in Bamako on 8 February and would formally start the mission in the coming days. Military instructors will be deployed before the end of March, the statement said.

It said the operation, launched in the framework of UN Security Council resolution 2085, was “an integral part of the EU’s comprehensive approach to the situation in Mali and the Sahel.”

EU foreign policy chief Catherine Ashton thanked “the contributing member states and partner countries, whose decisive action has allowed the deployment of the mission.”

The mission will provide advice and military training to the Malian Armed Forces, including on command and control, logistics and human resources as well as on international humanitarian law, the protection of civilians and human rights. The mission will not be involved in combat operations.—Xinhua

ECONOMY

France ready to invest in Greece again:
French president says ahead of Athens visit

ATHENS, 19 Feb—France is ready to invest in Greece again since the confidence in the prospects of the Greek economy has been restored, French President Francois Hollande said on Monday ahead of his visit to Athens on Tuesday.

“I have no doubt that French businesses are ready to invest in Greece again, since confidence has been restored,” Hollande said in an interview with the local “Ta Nea” (The News) daily.

He appeared certain that French firms will take part in the ongoing Greek privatization programme and will seek further investment opportunities in the country.

Hollande’s visit to Greece is seen by political analysts in Athens as a show of support to the debt-stricken country’s painful efforts to overcome the financial crisis which started three years ago.—Xinhua

2,754 civilians killed in Afghanistan in 2012

KABUL, 19 Feb—A total of 2,754 Afghan civilians had been killed and 4,005 injured in conflict-related violence in Afghanistan in 2012, said a report released by the UN mission in the country on Tuesday, attributing majority of civilian deaths to anti-government armed groups.

“UNAMA documented a 12 percent drop in civilian deaths and a marginal increase in civilian injuries, compared with 2011. UNAMA recorded 7,559 civilian casualties - 2,754 civilian deaths and 4,805 civilian injuries - in 2012,” said the report released by United Nations Assistance Mission in Afghanistan (UNAMA) here.

Anti-government elements were responsible for 81 percent of the casualties, while eight percent were caused by operations of pro-government forces, and the rest 11 percent could not be attributed to any party to the conflict, the report added.

Tourists view lanterns at a park in Yangcheng County, north China’s Shanxi Province, on 18 Feb, 2013. A lantern show started in Yangcheng County at Monday night. Chinese traditional Lantern Festival this year falls on 24 Feb, 2013.—Xinhua

Photo taken on 18 Feb, 2013 shows the peach blossoms at Baiyun mountain in Guangzhou, capital of south China’s Guangdong Province. The peach blossoms in Taohuan of the mountain bloomed and attracted many visitors.—Xinhua

New Light of Myanmar
Nepal political parties jointly declare polls

KATHMANDU, 19 Feb—Making headways in talks, Nepal’s ruling and opposition parties have announced on 5 June as the date for the second Constituent Assembly election. The parties agreed late Monday to form an 11-member interim election government to be headed by interim Chief Justice Khil Raj Regmi.

With such an understanding, parties have reached consensus on major issues leaving some other issues to be decided in the upcoming meetings. “It is significant that we made headways. Many things have been agreed, while little is left to be resolved now,” Deputy Prime Minister Narayan Kaji Shrestha, who is also the Vice Chairperson of UCPN-Maoist, told journalists.

Parties decided that the next Constituent Assembly will have 491 members, 240 of them will be directly elected, while the equal number of members will be selected proportionately based on the percentage of votes a party receives. The rest 11 will be nominated by the Council of Ministers.

While the Assembly will have a five-year tenure, its primary task in the first phase will be to draft a new constitution. In the remaining four years, the Assembly will function as the parliament.

Parties, however, still need to accomplish the most important task towards clearing the hurdles amending the existing interim constitution to incorporate the provision of an election government.

“The present constitution does not mention anything about an election government. If the sitting Chief Justice is appointed executive head right now, such a move would be simply unconstitutional,” said Anup Raj Sharma, a former Chief Justice. —Xinhua

Melbourne’s northern suburb evacuated as bushfire menaces

MELBOURNE, 19 Feb—Residents were evacuated as a bushfire continues to burn on the northern suburb of Melbourne in Australia’s Victoria on Monday, according to local fire service authorities.

“On Thursday and Friday, 19 and 22 Feb—and 21 and 22 Feb, 2013.—As reported that the fire, which located about 20 km north of the Melbourne CBD, he said.”

“It has lived here for 80 years, this is the largest fire I’ve ever seen. I hope my house can survive the fire.” Andrew Leng, an 86-year-old local resident, told Xinhua.

Due to continued high temperatures and low humidity, the bushfire spread quickly on Monday afternoon. Residents in the affected areas were evacuated from 1 pm. The fire is expected to be under control by Monday night, Victoria’s Fire Services Commissioner Craig Lapsley told media. —Xinhua

Cambodia forecasts 4 mln foreign tourists in 2013

PHNOM PENH, 19 Feb—Cambodia is predicted to get 4 million foreign visitors this year, an expected 12 percent rise year-on-year, Tourism Minister Thong Khon said on Monday.

“Last year, we received 3.58 million foreign tourists, up 24 percent year-on-year, and generated total revenue of about 2.2 billion US dollars,” he told reporters on the sidelines of a tourism conference. “This year, we believe that the country will attract up to 4 million foreign visitors.”

He said about 75 percent of the tourists were from Asia-Pacific region and about 16 percent from European countries.

“Besides, ASEAN member states see countries in Asia-Pacific region as our major tourism destinations, especially China, Japan, South Korea and India,” he said.

The minister said that flight connections are very important to attract foreign tourists to Cambodia, saying that the country has already connected direct flights to seven countries out of the ten-member ASEAN, except Brunei and Indonesia.

“One percent, I hope that there will be direct flights from Japan to Cambodia and flight increases from China to Cambodia,” he said. Ang Kim Eang, president of Cambodia Association of Travel Agents, said the tourism growth from far away countries was thanks to attractive tourism destinations, broad promotions, flight connections between Cambodia and foreign countries and visa exemptions among ASEAN member states. —Xinhua

Indonesia to launch gas-powered taxis programme to cut fuel consumption

JAKARTA, 19 Feb—Indonesia’s Energy and Mineral Resources Ministry partnering with the private transport sector will launch a natural gas-powered taxis programme in a bid to cut the country’s huge subsidized gasoline consumption, a minister said here on Monday.

Energy and Mineral Minister Jero Wacik said the programme converting gasolinelowered taxis to natural gas-power will be applied this year, expecting to slow down the increasing trend of subsidized fuel consumption.

Indonesia, a former OPEC member and Asia’s largest gasoline importer, spent 211.9 trillion rupiah (some 22 billion US dollars) on subsidizing fuel in 2012, contributing to the current swing to a deficit of 24.18 billion US dollars.

“We have already motivated and discussed with the private companies, and taxis will use the compressed natural gas (CNG) later,” Jero said, as quoted by Indonesia news portal mailah.com.

The minister said the taxi operators will build natural gas infrastructure such as the gas filling stations in the taxi parks to facilitate the access to CNG for taxis, adding that filling stations is not the obstacle to implement the programme. —Xinhua

Students are seen at Shuneng International Exhibition Centre as they wait to sign up for the Major of Arts Admissions Test (MAAT) in Jinan, capital of east China’s Shandong Province, on 18 Feb, 2013. The 2013 MAAT for colleges in Shandong is scheduled to start here on 20 Feb, 2013. —Xinhua

NATO defence ministers to meet on Afghanistan on Friday

KARCEL, 19 Feb—The defence ministers of the NATO and other troop contributing nations will later this week discuss the situation in Afghanistan, said a NATO spokesman here on Monday.

“When this week and this week, 21 and 22 February, NATO and ISAF (International Security Assistance Force) Defence Ministers meet at NATO headquarters in Brussels, Belgium,” spokesman Dominic Medley told a Press briefing.

“This is the normal and regularly scheduled meeting of the ministers, he said, adding “Afghanistan will be on the agenda on Friday.”

Afghan Defence Minister Bismullah Khan Moheammadi will address the 50 ISAF defence ministers, he said.

“The new ISAF Commander General Joseph Dunford and NATO Senior Civilian Representative will also provide updates at the meeting, he added. “It is expected that ministers will hear briefings on the latest situation in Afghanistan, on transition, on redeploymnet, on sustaining the Afghan National Security Forces (ANSF) and on plans for the new NATO mission after 2014 to train, advise and assist,” he noted.

Currently 100,000-strong foreign troops with nearly 66,000 of them Americans are being deployed in Afghanistan.

Under the US President Barack Obama’s withdrawal plan 33,000 US troops already pulled out of Afghanistan in September last year and another 34,000 will return home within one year. Most of ISAF are due to leave Afghanistan by early 2014.

The ANSF have taken full control of areas where about 75 percent of Afghan population lives.

US troops in Afghanistan will switch from combat to support role—training, advising and assisting Afghan forces—this spring, Obama has said. —Xinhua

33 houses buried in SPhilippines landslide

DAVAO CITY, 19 Feb—Dozens of houses have been destroyed and hundreds of people fled after a landslide hit a southern Philippine village, authorities said on Monday.

The avalanche of loose earth buried 33 houses in three communities in the mountain village of Mambing in New Corella town, in Mindanao’s Davao del Norte Province, Sonio Sanchez, provincial disaster officer, said. No one was hurt as the residents were able to flee to the hilly portion of the village collapsed amid heavy rain around 2:30 pm on Sunday, Sanchez said. At least 156 families were evacuated and are now staying at a village hall and provincial officials have sent relief goods for the affected families, according to Mayor Nestor Alcoran.

The mayor said experts from the Mines and Geosciences Bureau of the Department of Environment and Natural Resources have been sent to the area to conduct assessments as to the risk of more landslides. He suspected a wide crack caused by torrential rains during last year’s Typhoon Bopha at the upper portion of the village might have collapsed, causing the landslide. The mineral-rich southern Philippines region has been a scene of deadly landslides due to the presence of cummockies in steep villages. A landslide at a mining village in nearby Compostela Valley Province killed at least 40 people.—Xinhua

A performer in snake costume participates in a parade celebrating the Lunar New Year in Sydney, Australia, on 17 Feb, 2013. —Xinhua

Tourists select goods at a duty-free store in southern China’s Hainan Province, on 18 Feb, 2013. More than 18,000 people visited the duty-free store in Sanya on 16 and 17 Feb. About 123,500 people spent 140 million yuan (22.5 million US dollars) at the store during the Spring Festival holiday. —Xinhua

Residents evacuated as bushfire menaces Melbourne’s northern suburb

Melbourne, 19 Feb—Residents were evacuated as a bushfire continues to burn on the northern suburb of Melbourne in Australia’s Victoria on Monday, according to local fire service authorities.

“It is significant that the country has

A landslide at a mining village in nearby Compostela Valley Province killed at least 40 people.—Xinhua
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CB Bank is happy to announce that we have started Merchant Service Registration to help your business accept payments from all three Major International Cards in one single terminal:

Yes!  Yes!  Yes!

Let's Win Win Together!

For immediate registration:
Please call our Merchant Service Centre (01) – 378 905, 378 906
(or) e-mail at pos.merchant@cbbankmm.com

We warmly welcome
Hotels, Restaurants, Gems & Jewellery shops, Souvenir shops and other businesses to register.
The Government of Republic of the Union of Myanmar
Ministry of Finance and Revenue
27th SEA GAMES FINANCE COMMITTEE
Invitation for Bids

1. Bids are invited by the Ministry of Finance and Revenue, Committee on Finance for the Supply of the following motor Vehicles in Myanmar currency.
   (a) (9 Seaters) Model 2008 above (Left-hand-drive) 67 Nos
   (b) (7 Seaters) Model 2008 above (Left-hand-drive) 50 Nos
   (c) City-Bus (45 Seaters) Model 2008 above (Left-hand-drive) 225 Nos
   (d) Mini-Bus (29 Seaters) Model 2008 above (Left-hand-drive) 85 Nos

2. Bids shall be in compliance with the following terms and conditions in addition to the instructions for bidders:
   (a) Price of the Cars shall be CIF Yangon quoted in Myanmar Kyats
   (b) Time of delivery of cars shall be stated accurately in the bid
   (c) Bid shall be accompanied by specification of each type of cars
   (d) Catalogues or photo (5 nos) are attached to the specification
   (e) Price quoted must be valid for three months from the date of closing of bids
   (f) The bidder (or) its agent who can decide the price and type of cars shall presence at the date when bids are verified
   (g) Contract of Purchasing shall be entered with the successful bidder

3. Committee on Finance reserves the right to verify, cancel, re-invite tender and its decision shall be final and conclusive.

4. Bids shall be only on the official bidding form which shall be available at the Ministry of Finance and Revenue Office No. 26 Nay Pyi Taw and Tax Service Unit, No 59/61 at the corner of Pansodan and Merchant street, Yangon, Myanmar during the office hour commencing from (21-2-2013) to (1-3-2013) in Payment of Kyat 100,000 (Kyat one Lakh only)

5. Bids shall be delivered into Tender Box Located at the Ministry of Finance and Revenue Office No. 26 Nay Pyi Taw no later than (16:00)hours on (8-3-2013)

6. Bids shall be opened at the same venue, office No. 26, Nay Pyi Taw at (10:00) a.m on (11-3-2013)

7. Announcement on the Successful bidder will be made on 15-3-2013. For detail enquiry, Contract - 01-378370, 01-378372, 067-430071, 067-410181 during the office hour.

Secretary
Committee on Finance

makes three!!!“ she tweeted. She also posted photos of herself and her husband as toddlers. It is the first child for the couple married in 2009, Duhamel, 40, appeared in the “Transformers” movies and stars this year in the film “Safe Haven.”

Fergie, 37, whose real name is Stacy Ferguson, joined The Black Eyed Peas in 2002 for their third album, “Elephunk,” which proved to be a huge commercial success.—Reuters

Anurag Kashyap brings ‘Gangs of Wasseypur’ to UK

LONDON, 19 Feb—Anurag Kashyap may have been branded a torch-bearer of new-age Indian cinema but the filmmaker says he hates carrying any such burden.

“I hate being a poster boy, because he eventually becomes a dart board. I never consciously carried any kind of burden of new-age Indian cinema but people have a tendency to label you. All I felt was that if there were more filmmakers who made cinema I relate to, then I could also co-exist.—PTI

Want to integrate world cinema with Indian movies: Prashita

NEW DELHI, 19 Feb—Prashita Chaudhary, who is one of the producers behind Danny Tanoic’s ‘Ennraa’ Hashmi starrittUntil international project, says she is keen to wed world cinema sensibilities to Indian movies.

“I am very focused on this film because it’s very important for us. We got Oscar-winning director in Danis and an actor like Emraan together. My effort is to integrate good world cinema into our industry. This film is one such attempt,” Prashita told PTI.

History alive and kicking at 2013 Oscars

LOS ANGELES, 19 Feb—History is alive and kicking at this year’s Oscars in an unusually rich year for movies that have a semblance of reality. Some look to where we come from and where we are going, and they get people thinking,” said Pete Hammond, awards columnist for entertainment industry website Deadline.com.

“It’s a sharp contrast with 2012 when the silent film comedy “The Artist” was embraced by the 6,000 members of the Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences as a love letter to old Hollywood. —Reuters

Anurag Kashyap
US tennis mourns as San Jose
Open bids farewell

SAN JOSE, 19 Feb —
The US tennis community mourned the loss of another ATP tournament on Sunday when the San Jose Open packed up and headed to Brazil after 125 years in California. The event was first played in 1889 and has included champions such as Fred Perry, Rod Laver, Jimmy Connors, John McEnroe, Andre Agassi, Pete Sampras, Andy Murray and Andy Roddick before Canada’s Milos Raonic completed a hat-trick of wins on Sunday.

Former player and broadcaster Justin Gimelstob, who is also an ATP board of directors member, told Reuters he was sad to bid farewell to the second oldest tournament in the United States behind the US Open. “It’s been one of the landmarks of the tour,” he said. “There are so many great champions who have won here. This negative trend is very disappointing.”

Tournament owners San Jose Sports & Entertainment Enterprises, who are also in charge of the San Jose Sharks, opted to sell the event to a Rio de Janeiro group for both financial reasons and to prevent having to send their NHL team on an annual two-week road trip. When the United States was dominating men’s tennis, former champions such as Sampras and Agassi were happy to play at one of their national tournaments, spectator attendances were good.

Reuters

Ivanovic reaches Dubai second round,
Stephens bows out

DUBAI, 19 Feb — Former French Open champion Ana Ivanovic beat Anastasia Pavlyuchenkova 6-3, 7-6 in the first round of the Dubai tennis championships on Monday while US teenager Sloane Stephens was eliminated in three sets. Pavlyuchenkova thumped a forehand to gift her the first two points in the next two games again, dropping only two points in the first game and remaining largely in control theretofore, with her Russian opponent’s forehand too often found wanting to really put her higher-ranked adversary in trouble.

“I really want to, you know, break into the top 10 again,” Ivanovic said. “I feel I have the game, but I just haven’t been consistent enough, especially against the top players.” Ivanovic broke for a second time to go 4-1 up in the first set, a fierce cross-court return earning a break point she converted after Pavlyuchenkova thumped a forehand into the net. Yet Ivanovic immediately lost her own serve to love as the world number 29 closed to 4-3 but the 25-year-old roused herself, dropping only two points in the next two games as Pavlyuchenkova double-faulted to gift her the first set. The Serb blamed her second slump on a troubled shoulder.

Reuters

NAGoya, 19 Feb — Three-time Olympic champion Saori Yoshida said on Monday she is not ready to consider whether to join the world wrestling governing body’s female committee that will be formed as the organization is lighting to maintain the sport’s Olympic status for the 2020 Summer Games.

“I cannot think of it yet as I am still an active athlete,” Yoshida, who won her third consecutive 55-kilogram Olympic gold in London last summer, said at a promotional event held at the Nagoya Regional Taxation Bureau.

The wrestling body, known as FILA, on Sunday named Yoshida, as a candidate to sit on the female committee. Yoshida also said she will prepare herself for FILA’s presentation at an International Olympic Committee meeting in May in which she is expected to take part along with three-time Olympic champion Alexander Karelin of Russia.

Wrestling is among eight sports that will apply for inclusion in 2020 after a surprise decision by IOC executives earlier this month to drop wrestling from the list of core sports.

Kyodo News

Editorial:

Women’s World Cup a huge success,
says Clare Connor

MUMBAI, 19 Feb — The head of ICC’s Women’s Committee Clare Connor gave a huge thumbs up for the Women’s World Cup that concluded here yesterday and said the tournament is a huge success and has raised the profile of the women’s game.

The head of ICC’s Women’s Committee Clare Connor

“It has been a huge success, a huge success in raising profile, in terms of the number of people who have tuned in to watch in countries where it has been televised,” the former England women’s cricket captain said yesterday.
Vietnamese karate player to compete at 2013 World Games

HANOI, 19 Feb — Vietnamese karate player Nguyen Hoang Ngan has been invited to compete at the 2013 World Games to be held in Colombia from 25 July to 4 August, reported by Vietnam’s state-run news agency VNA on Monday.

Ngan won a spot at the Games following a successful year of competitions. She grasped a gold medal at the 25 July to 4 August, re-
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File photo of Los Angeles Lakers owner Jerry Buss leaving after NBA labor meetings in New York on 4 Oct, 2011. — Reuters

Los Angeles Lakers owner Jerry Buss dies at 80

LOS ANGELES, 19 Feb — Jerry Buss, who parlayed a $1.000 real estate investment into ownership of the Los Angeles Lakers, winning 10 National Basketball Association championships and making the team one of the most glamorous in American sports, died on Monday at 80, the team said on its official website. Buss, who matched superstar scouts and savvy executives, had been hospitalized recently for cancer. The official cause of death was kidney failure, said Lakers spokesman John Black.

Buss had been hospitalized much of the past 18 months and had not been to a Lakers game this season. “We not only have lost our cherished father but a beloved man of our community and a person respected by the world basketball community,” a statement released on behalf of the Buss family said. NBA Commissioner David Stern said the Buss had “lost a visionary owner whose influence on our league is incalculable and will be felt for decades to come.”

Buss bought the Lakers in 1979 and under his ownership they became the second most valuable professional basketball team behind the New York Knicks, worth an estimated $1 billion, according to Forbes magazine. Reuters

NBA’s leading scorer and last year’s All-Star game MVP, to expect to see the ball in his hands. “I told KD early in the first quarter, ‘Man, if they score anything, you run. I’ll get you the ball, you score. I want to be the one to give it to you,’” recalled the Los Angeles Clippers guard.

Carmelo Anthony of the New York Knicks paced the East with 26 points, followed by Miami guard Dwyane Wade, who had 21, and LeBron James, who added 19.

Durant hit 13-of-24 shots to lead the West to a third straight victory in the annual showcase that features little defense, a lot of dunks, and plenty of assists for anyone who decides to pass. “I’m just out there having fun,” Oklahoma City forward Durant said. “I played a lot of street basketball. I played a lot of celebrity games. This is my type of ballgame, up and down.”

Reuters
NAY PYI TAW, 19 Feb—To improve the telephone density and services ratio in rural areas, the Communication Bill would include establishing a fund for Universal Service Obligation (USO) by using a ratio of incomes from the new Kyaw, Deputy Minister for Finance and Revenue Dr Maung Maung Thein, the director-general at the President Office and officials.

Mr Hiroshi Okuda at the Credentials Hall of the Presidential Palace, here, this morning.

Also present at the call together with Vice-President U Nyan Tun were Deputy Minister for Foreign Affairs U Thant.

The leading trio will continue tomorrow.

Thaworn shooting for more glory in season-opening Zaygabar Myanmar Open

While honoured, the 46-year-old Thaworn is determined to take the last putt of the tournament on Sunday afternoon as he wins a seeking a win to his 2013 campaign at the Royal Mingalardon Golf and Country Club on the region’s premier circuit.

In 2013, the Asian Tour will celebrate momentous milestones with its 10th season. As the official sanctioning body for professional golf in Asia, the Asian Tour leads the development of golf across the region, enhancing the career of its members while maintaining a commitment to the integrity of the game.

Pyidaungsu Hluttaw representatives seen at 12th day session of First Pyidaungsu Hluttaw.—MNA

Communication Bill includes improvement of telephone density-services ratio in rural areas

Dr Kan Zaw clarified the policy and basic principles of the National Planning Bill for the 2013-2014 FY, and Union Minister for Finance and Revenue U Win Shein reported on the debt clearance of the country to Pyidaungsu Hluttaw.

During today’s meeting, ministers and deputy ministers from 16 ministries clarified the discussions of MPs.

The meeting will continue tomorrow.

NLM